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INTRODUCTION 
On Tuesday 25 August 2020, Council commenced engagement around improving the equity of use at 
Dover Square Reserve for all users.  
 
Background 
Dover Square Reserve is a popular public space and is highly used by the local community. Over time 
there have been concerns raised regarding issues between different users groups of the reserve. Due to 
the high level of interest from the community, Council undertook community engagement on four new 
options that aim to provide safety and achieve equity of use between all users at Dover Square Reserve.  
 
This report provides a summary of the engagement methodology and engagement outcomes.  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ENGAGEMENT METHODOLOGY 
This 27 day community engagement ran from 25 August to 20 September. 
 
The views of the community were collected via: 
 

• Council’s website. 
• Email submissions. 
• Written submissions. 
• Hard copy surveys – 85 were collected. 
• In person at the Drop In sessions: 

o 4pm-6pm Wednesday 2 September 2020. 
o 10am – 11.30am Saturday 12 September 2020. 

 
And promoted through: 
 
• A registered user update to residents living in South Brighton, Seacliff and Brighton - via 

email to a 371 database on 21 August 2020. 
• Four corflute signs at Dover Square. 
• Mail box drop to residents  

o 650 letter drops to properties 
• Brighton Civic Centre, Brighton and Glenelg Libraries.  

SURVEY FORMAT 

Participants were asked how they currently use Dover Square Reserve. They were then asked to 
review four options that aimed to improve equity of use at the reserve and to specify their 
preference from one to four with one being their most preferred and four being their least preferred 
option. Participants also had the opportunity to provide comments around their rankings and 
suggest alternative options to improve equity of use.  

Survey Results 
191 submissions were received during the engagement period. Below are the results 
 
 



 

 

1. Do you currently Use Dover Square Reserve, South Brighton? 
 

 

 
• 181 participants said yes they do use the park. 
• 10 participants said that don’t currently use the park for the following reasons: 

o 7 said it was because of the dog problem that they don’t visit. 
o 1 said it was because they only have one dog. 
o 1 said they neither had children or dogs. 
o 1 said they take short walks to the edge of the park. 

 
2. How frequently do you use Dover Square Reserve? 

 

 
• 91 participants (50%) use the reserve daily. 



 

 

• 54 participants (30%) use the reserve weekly. 
• 5 participants said other: two people said several times a week, three participants said they 

can’t use it due to the dog issue. 
 

 
 

3. For what purpose do you use Dover Square Reserve? (participants were able 
to select multiple options) 
 

 
 

• 122 participants said they use the area for exercising the dog.  
• 77 participants visit the reserve to use the playground and or picnic area. 
• 24 participants said other: for socialising, such as carols in the square, meeting other 

people/dog owners, networking, community spirit, catching up with the neighbours etc. 
 
 



 

 

4. How do you normally travel to Dover Square Reserve 

          
• 131 participants (72%) walk to the reserve. 
• 3 participants (2%) said other: a combination of both or visit the playground with 

grandchildren. 
 

Participants were then asked to choose their preferred option to improve equity of use for all users 
of the reserve. The options were as follows: 
 

• Option A – Minor works and fencing alterations. 
• Option B – Implementing dog off leash restrictions.    
• Option C – Connect Dover Square Reserve to the Almond Grove.  
• Option D – Extend current playground fence. 

 
Below shows how people ranked their first preference: 
     

 



 

 

 
• 84 participants (45%) chose Option D - Extend current playground fence. 
• 51 participants (27%) chose Option A- Minor works and fencing alterations. 
• 38 participants (20%) chose Option C- Connect Dover Square Reserve to the Almond Grove. 
• 15 participants (8%) chose Option B- Implementing dog off leash restrictions.    

 
        The total results are shown in table 1. 
 
       Table 1.  
 

Preferences Option A Option B Option C Option D 
First Preference   51 15 38 84 
Second Preference 44 32 75 52 
Third preference 56 37 41 40 
Fourth Preference 26 104 21 20      

Weighted Preferences Option A Option B Option C Option D 
1P x 4 points 204 60 152 336 
2P x 3 points 132 96 225 156 
3P x 2 points 112 74 82 80 
4P x 1 point 26 104 21 20 
Total weighted scores 474 334 480 592 

   
Q4. Please explain your choice in rankings 
 
180 comments were recorded, below are the key themes that were highlighted by participants: 
 
Participants (42) felt that there wasn’t currently any issue relating to equity of use at Dover Square 
Reserve and/or requesting that Council leave the reserve as it is due to lack of other similar 
community spaces suitable for off leash dog exercise within the community. It was also raised by 17 
participants that the reserve plays an important role in facilitating social connection between dog 
owners, dog lovers and their pets; for some this is their main regular social outing.  
 
Request were made by 27 participants for a dog exclusion area where children, families and adults 
could spend time catching up with friends to enjoy a picnic and/or recreation activities, without 
being disturbed by dogs or worrying about stepping in dog waste. In addition there was the requests 
(21) for a BBQ be included within the play/dog exclusion area to allow for patrons to prepare food 
without animal interference. 14 participants stressed the importance of the area having its own 
entrance/s that allowed people to access the space without having to interact with dogs.  
 
Twenty participants were not in support of dog off-leash times for a number of reasons including; 
inconvenience for dog exercises who would be limited to strict time frames, increased volume of 
dogs using the reserve at the same time, impractically of enforcing this model and the fact that this 
model still wouldn’t provide an area that is always free of dog waste and urine. 
 



 

 

19 participants requested an increased play and recreation area that provided more opportunities 
for children, families and adults without dogs but that still had adequate open space for large dogs 
to run around.  
 
Q5. Do you have any other comments or suggestions to improve equity of use at Dover 
Square Reserve? 
 
144 further comments were recorded: 
 
The majority of comments (36) were requesting extra amenities to support reserve users including; 
water fountains, taps to refill dog water containers, shelters and picnic settings, benches and public 
toilets.  
 
A common theme throughout the engagement was issues with the current quality of turf and how 
they would appreciate this being improved to reduce tripping hazards and improve accessibility (19 
comments in this section).  
 
Comments (15) were recorded relating to requests for recreation equipment outside of the project 
scope, including; upgrades to the current playspace, sporting rings and goals and fitness equipment. 
 
The same issues were raised again around there being no issues between users of the reserve and 
requests to leave the reserve as it is and requests for the creation of a larger dog exclusion zone 
where children and families can recreate. 
 
COMMUNITY DROP-IN SESSIONS 
2 community drop-in sessions were held on site at Dover Square Reserve, allowing the community to 
discuss the options 1:1 with staff project member. During these sessions community members had 
the opportunity to speak to Council staff about the four options that had been proposed to improve 
equity of use at the reserve and suggest their own alternative options or modifications to the 
existing options.  
 
Drop-In Session 1 – 4-6pm Wednesday 2 September 
Staff present: Julia Wallace, Melissa Priest, Matthew Rechner, Elena Pereia, Marnie Lock 
83 people attended the drop-in session 
Approx. 40-50 dogs in attendance 
42 hard copy surveys were submitted 
 
Discussions were had with many community members about the need for direct entrance into the 
playspace and provision of supporting amenities (picnic, BBQ, water fountain, open space) within 
this space that allow for community events and gatherings that won’t be disturbed by dogs. 

Many participants expressed that whichever of the options council decides to proceed with, there 
needs to be clear signage about picking up after your dog and having your dog under control. 

Participants suggested that a bin should be positioned away from the playspace for dog waste to as 
the current bin is located alongside the playspace fence. 



 

 

Many complaints were received from participants about the poor quality of the reserve turf, holes, 
lumps, weeds, dirt and tripping hazards. It was expressed by participants that these issues regarding 
the poor quality of turf were not being caused by high dog use.  

Drop-In Session 2 – 10-11.30am Saturday 12 September 2020 
37 people attended drop-in session 
Approx. 30 dogs in attendance 
20 hard copy surveys received 
 
Participants were in general, more open to a shared use arrangement for dog exercisers and other 
reserve users and spoke about the importance of creating a dog exclusion zone for children and 
families. 

There was talk from several community members about creating a play and recreation area fence 
from the eastern gate just outside of playground straight through to western reserve fence, making 
the southern end of the reserve a dog free area. 

A lot of comments were received again about the poor turf quality and how this effects how 
participants can use the reserve.  

Participants expressed a want for extra shelters and break out spaces on either side of any fence 
that is established so that there are shelters and seating and water available for dog owners and 
recreational users.  

A few comments were received requesting more public awareness that the toilets adjoining the 
Dover Square Tennis Club are public amenities for all users and open seven days a week.  

NB: Several comments were recorded that out of scope of the project. For the purpose of this report 
these have not been included in the analysis  

 
HOW THE FEEDBACK WAS RECEIVED 

• 5 phone calls received 
• 7 email submissions 
• 85 hard copy survey submissions 
• 106 submissions via Your Holdfast online survey. 

o The project page was visited 509 times.  
o Traffic to the site came from the engagement newsletter, directly, Google, and a 

private Facebook group. 
o 156 people downloaded the four proposed options. 
O 82 people viewed the FAQs. 
O This engagement acquired 90 new registrations. 

 

PARTICIPANT TYPE 

• 119 identified as residents of the City of Holdfast Bay. 
• 46 identified as visitors. 



 

 

• 3 identified as community or sporting club member. 
• 1 identified as a business owner. 
• 22 did not disclose. 
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SUMMARY 
 
While quantitative data shows a majority support for Option D- Extend Current Playground Fence, 
this information must be read alongside the extensive qualitative data to understand the full picture. 
There is a large community of dog owners who regularly use Dover Square Reserve and feel a very 
strong connection to this space. There is a clear theme of concern around displacement and about 
the lack of spaces there are to exercise dogs off leash in a safe fenced environment. There is also a 
significant number of local residents who already feel they have been displaced from this reserve 
due to the large number of dogs utilising the space, dog urination and facies and the poor condition 
of the turf due to high dog use. 
 
Many dog owners understand the need to increase the opportunities available at this space for 
families and children and are open to an increase to the play and recreation area that includes a 
separate entrance, supporting amenities (drink fountain, BBQ, picnic tables and small open space) 
and also allows for adequate dog exercise space. Option D on its own does not currently meet all of 
these needs and requires additional considerations for the space to be equitable. 
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